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Welcome

Dear Northeast Regional Conference Attendee:

On behalf of the entire Board of Directors of NAGPS, welcome to New York!  I hope that you are prepared and excited 
for an engaging two days of learning, networking and best practice sharing.  This conference is the result of many 
hours of hard work, which will manifest itself through the presentations, collaborations and connections that will occur 
throughout the next few days.

A little more than three months ago, the new NAGPS Board began pursuing actions focused on three themes:
 -Increasing the value of NAGPS membership
 -Decreasing the barriers of entry into membership
 -Supporting and strengthening the regions

I’m happy to report that our efforts have paid off in all three areas in a relatively short period of time.  We’ve recently 
entered into an agreement with Student Advantage to include discount cards with all individual NAGPS memberships 
and provide them to students of organizational members at a significantly discounted price, and are currently pursuing 
additional benefits with other potential partners.  Additionally, we are launching a revenue sharing program through 
Amazon that will allow organizational members to earn up to 8.5% of each purchase made through an organization-
specific link as NAGPS credits toward membership dues and conference registration fees.  Finally, a new committee/
regional funding mechanism employed in this year’s budget is allowing regions to implement innovative programs to 
support regional activities in the way the region sees best fit.

In case you’re new to NAGPS, I want to make sure that you know that we offer events and services throughout the 
year, including Graduate-Professional Student Appreciation Week (generally the first week in April), Summer and Fall 
Legislative Action events to promote student advocacy, and our annual National Conference held in the fall.  Additional 
information about all of these events and more can be found at our web site (www.nagps.org).

I’d like to take a moment to thank our regional hosts at Columbia University and the Regional Chair & Regional 
Conference Coordinator Angela Jia.  This conference offers some experiences unique to the Columbia campus area.  
We’ll be enjoying a meal in the “Symposium”, a quaint yet authentic Greek restaurant with hand-painted walls adorned 
with the owner’s own Odyssey narratives.  Following our more traditional roundtable discussions, we’ll sing it out “Glee-
style” at the Village Pourhouse karaoke.  Finally, we’ll close the conference with Congressman Charles Rangel serving 
as our Legislative Lunch Speaker.  Congressman Rangel will speak on how students today can become involved in the 
legislative process and discuss his own motivation to first engage in public leadership.  The entire Columbia group has 
done a tremendous job putting together this conference, working to ensure that your experience here in New York is a 
rewarding one filled with meaningful learning experiences and engaging discussions with other graduate-professional 
student leaders.  Please don’t hesitate to let us know if there’s any way that we can improve your NAGPS experience, 
and I hope to see you in October in Boulder, CO for our next National Conference! 
 
Best Regards,

Jon Kowalski
NAGPS President & CEO
 



Maps

Columbia Morningside Campus:

Columbia Medical Center:
Location B

Hammer Health Sciences Center (HSC)
Friday and Saturday sessions

Location A
Philosophy Building
Thursday registration and welcome

Location C
Symposium
Friday night dinner



Northeast Regional Board

Angela Jia
Regional Chair/President and Conference Coordinator 
nerc@nagps.org
Angela is a PhD student in Pathology at Columbia University (NYC), and spends her days studying the role of microRNAs in 
bladder cancer progression. In the past, Angela served as the Director of Communications of the NAGPS Northeast Region. 
She is currently the Social Chair for Columbia’s Graduate Student Advisory Council (GSAC), and has recently assumed 
the role of GSAC President/Chair. As Regional Chair, she represents the Northeast Region on the NAGPS National Board 
of Directors.

Sudipta “Nila” Devanath
Vice President
sniladevanath@gmail.com
Nila is a first year medical student at the University of Pittsburgh in the combined MD/JD program. She is currently the 
president of the University of Pittsburgh’s Graduate & Professional Student Assembly and Chair of the Pittsburgh Student 
Government Council, a council composed of the student government leaders of all major Pittsburgh-based institutions of 
higher education. Nila is the Vice Chair of the Northeast Region for NAGPS. 

Natalia Castaner
Director of Outreach
Natalia.castaner@shu.edu
Natalia is a PhD candidate in the Higher Education Leadership, Management and Policy program at Seton University 
located in South Orange, NJ. Her focus is international and comparative higher education. Currently, Natalia is the 
academic steward of the Higher Education Graduate Student Association (HEGSA). The Higher Education Graduate 
Student Association works to facilitate a fellowship of students who share solidarity in the common endeavor of earning a 
graduate degree in higher education. As Director of Outreach, she serves to coordinate outreach efforts in the Northeast 
Region, attracting new members to the NAGPS.

Andy Guess
Legislative Concerns Chair
aguess@gmail.com
Andy is a Ph.D. student in political science at Columbia University, where he studies American politics and the effects of 
technology and digital media on democratic processes. As the Northeast Region’s Legislative Concerns Chair, he will focus 
on open access and taxation of stipends, among other issues. He previously covered higher education and technology as 
a journalist in Washington, D.C.



Agenda

Thursday, April 21
Time Location Event
4 - 6p Columbia Morningside Campus

Philosophy 301
Location A on Map

Registration
Check in and pick up conference materials

6 - 8p New York City Dinner on your own
Tom’s Restaurant (as seen in Seinfeld) 
2880 Broadway
New York, NY 10025
(212) 864-6137

Campo
2888 Broadway
New York, NY 10025
(212) 864-1143

Ollie’s Noodle 
2957 Broadway
New York, NY 10025
(212) 932-3300

8 - 10p Columbia Morningside Campus
Philosophy 301
Location A on Map

Welcome Reception
Come enjoy fruit, cheese and wine while mingling with 
other conference attendees.



Agenda

Friday, April 22
Time Location Event

9 - 9:45a

Columbia Medical Center
Hammer Health Sciences Center (HSC)
701 W. 168 Street
New York, NY 10032
Location B on Map

Welcome, Officer Introduction, and NAGPS updateHSC LL204

9:50 - 10:40a Connecting Scholars with Information - and Unlocking It!
Jan Reichelt (Mendeley), co-Founder & President

HSC LL204

10:40 - 11:40a Sustainability Task Force
Sophie Ni (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) 

HSC LL208A

About Higher Education Student Association
Natalia Castaner (Seton University)

HSC LL208B

11:40a - 12:10p Current Legislative Issues and Effective Lobbying Tips
Nathan Robb, Project Coordinator for State and Federal Relations
Ross Frommer, Deputy VP and Associate Dean
Government and Community Affairs (Columbia University)

HSC LL204

12:15 - 1:15p LunchHSC 404

1:30 - 2:30p Current Issues in Graduate-Professional Education
Dr. Carlos Alonso (Columbia University)
Dean of Graduate School of Arts and Sciences

HSC LL205

2:45 - 3:30p Acquiring Dedicated Graduate Student Space
Tao Tan (Columbia University)

HSC LL208A

3:30 - 4:15p Creating a Framework for Continuity through Documentation, 
Transparency, Engagement and Communication
Jason Heustis (Tufts University)

HSC LL208A

Interdisciplinarity and the Role of the GSPO
Matt Cooper (University of North Texas), Director of 
Relations (NAGPS)

HSC LL208B

5:45 - 7:30p DinnerSymposium
544 W 113th Street
New York, NY 10025
212-865-1011
Location C on map

8 - 11p KaraokeVillage Pourhouse
982 Amsterdam Ave
New York, NY 10025

Breakfast on your own
If you do not have breakfast at your hotel, light fare will be 
provided at the conference.

Conference Sessions



Agenda

Saturday, April 23
Time Location Event

9:30 - 10:30a

Breakfast on your own
If you do not have breakfast at your hotel, light fare will be 
provided at the conference.

Motivating Graduate Students to Care
Patrick Kelley (Carnegie Mellon University), Director of 
Communications (NAGPS)

HSC LL201

Student Civic Engagement
Nila Devanath (University of Pittsburgh)

HSC LL202

11:40 - 12:15p Business Meeting
Discussion of NAGPS member benefits and opportunities 
Election of regional leadership

HSC LL205

10:50 - 11:30a Mobilizing Students in Advocacy for Higher Education
Representative Charles B. Rangel (D - NY)

HSC 301

12:30 - 1:30p Lunch & ClosingHSC RVL
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YOU COULD
SAVE

NAGPS members 
could get an additional discount on car insurance.

See how much you could save on homeowners and 
renters insurance, too.

1-800-368-2734



Abstracts

Topic: Lobbying/Advocacy

Presenter: Nila Devanath (sniladevanath@gmail.com)
Title: Student Civic Engagement 
The University of Pittsburgh
Graduate & Professional Student Assembly
http://www.gpsa.pitt.edu 

With the City of Pittsburgh home to approximately 85,000 students from more than 10 colleges and universities, students 
represent a substantial portion of Pittsburgh constituents. Students are extremely important to the “eds & meds” economy 
in the city, and with the City’s commitment to reaching out to students, better decisions will be made that affect Pittsburgh 
students’ daily lives as well as the city’s overall well-being. September traditionally marks the beginning of the academic 
year, when students new and old return to school with renewed energy and campuses come back to life. In the same light, 
Student Civic Engagement Month will pour new energy into student voter registration efforts as well as getting students 
more involved in local and regional politics.

In order to increase voter registration and election participation institutions of higher education are required to make a 
“good faith” effort toward student voter registration (Voter Registration Provision in Higher Education Amendments of 
1998). The Graduate & Professional Student Assembly in collaboration with the undergraduate Student Government Board 
at the University of Pittsburgh created a proposal detailing activities and events that took place in the Fall 2010 academic 
semester (on or before Election Day) to significantly increase voter registration and participation in the 2010 Pennsylvania 
General Elections on November 2, 2010.  Several initiatives utilized multiple venues, organizations, students, faculty and 
staff of the University of Pittsburgh to register as many people as possible and encourage them to then vote in the PA 
General Election. 
 

Presenter: Sophie Ni (sophieni@mit.edu)
Title: Sustainability Task Force
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Graduate Student Council
http://gsc.mit.edu

Recognizing the increasing need to embrace sustainability in our research, education and broader lives, the MIT Graduate 
Student Council (GSC) created a ‘sustainability task force’ in the Fall of 2010 to assess what can be done by the organization. 
The task force has explored opportunities for direct action and to influence others in three broad areas: The organization’s 
own operations and events; university operations and policy; and curriculum and research. The task force has developed 
an exhaustive list of issues and ideas in various areas. Ideas have emerged from, and/or have been vetted via, interviews 
with relevant players and experts - professors, administrative staff, and student leaders. The recommendations that have 
been crafted and evaluated range from specific suggestions around how the organization could better manage it’s waste 
stream to a general recommendation to the university that it create a centralized office for sustainability.

The task force is currently producing a comprehensive report, including the list of recommendations and some analysis of 
implementation. Likely follow-up includes the creation of a ‘sustainability subcommittee’ within the organization. The group 
would be charged with implementing and advancing the recommendations of the task force.



Abstracts

Presenter: Tao Tan (ttan11@gsb.columbia.edu)  
Title: Acquiring Dedicated Graduate Student Space
Columbia University
Graduate Student Advisory Council
http://www.columbia.edu/cu/gsac/ 

This talk is a case study of when the students at Columbia University worked with faculty and administrative leadership 
in the fall 2010 semester to successfully establish a Graduate Student Center (GSC). The result was an approval of the 
recommendation for the GSC in September 2010, and an allocation of $2.2 million by January 2011. The talk will begin with 
a brief history and overview of the Columbia governance and administrative structure and its propriety. The talk will then 
focus on a brief overview of the need for a GSC and the long, troubled history for one at Columbia University.

The process of creating the report and building support will be described in detail, as well as an “inside story” of some of 
the political factors that became apparent. Some major lessons learned will then be shared. The key takeaways and best 
practices from this talk are:

• The role (and uselessness) of “student leadership”
• Information: how to use it, and how to get it
• Effective messaging and delivery
• Lobbying constituencies and building coalitions
• Best practices for framing issues

Presenter: Patrick Kelley (me@patrickgage.com)
Title: Motivating Graduate Students to Care 
Carnegie Mellon University
Graduate Student Association
https://stugov.andrew.cmu.edu/gsa/

This talk will cover our efforts, success, and trials with motivating Carnegie Mellon graduate students to read our emails, 
learn about issues, and care about what their graduate student organization was doing for the student body, and how I am 
now moving these lessons over to NAGPS’s communications. Come to learn, discuss, and share stories about the future 
of graduate student communications.

Presenter: Matt Cooper (matthew.cooper@unt.edu) 
Title: Interdisciplinarity and the Role of the GSPO
The University of North Texas
Graduate Student Council
http://www.gsc.unt.edu/

The ability to work in a collaborative interdisciplinary fashion is an essential skill for the next generation of academic 
leaders.  In order to effectively compete for future research funding, today’s graduate students will need to demonstrate 
novel interdisciplinary approaches to problems.  However, this skill set is not often encouraged or incentivized among 
graduate students, who face mounting pressure to specialize and focus within their discipline.  In the context of this natural 
tension, how can GSPOs intervene to foster an environment in which interdisciplinarity and intellectual diversity flourish?

Topic: Communications



Abstracts

Presenter: Natalia Castaner (natalia.castaner@shu.edu)
Title: About Higher Education Student Association 
Seton University
Higher Education Student Association
http://blogs.shu.edu/hegsa/

HEGSA initially began as an informal, loosely organization of graduate students who met on a regular basis, formed study 
groups, had an annual holiday dinner/party, and supported one another through courses and comps. After a period of 
time, it became dormant for 15+- years before being resurrected by Profs. Rebecca Cox and Rong Chen, who currently 
serve as faculty advisers for HEGSA. Becoming more active, HEGSA did not just be involved within the realms of the 
Higher Education Leadership, Management, and Policy program at Seton Hall, but also be interconnected to the whole 
campus community. This past March, with the help of its stewards and faculty, the Student Organization Advisory Council 
(SOAC) recognized the Higher Education Graduate Student Association (HEGSA), and welcomed it as the newest student 
organization at SHU!

 
Presenter: Jason Heustis (ronald.heustis@tufts.edu) 
Title: Creating a Framework for Continuity through Documentation, Transparency, Engagement and Communication 
Tufts University
Graduate Student Council – Arts, Sciences and Engineering 
http://go.tufts.edu/gsc

As representatives of our respective GSAs, we are all aware of the time and effort required to effectively conduct advocacy 
and to execute events on behalf of the students whom we represent.  Effective advocacy not only requires the time for 
meetings with Administration (or state and local officials outside the University), but also the time to conduct research to 
support the cases being made.  Similarly, effective event-programming requires not only the time to host an event, but 
weeks (and sometimes months) of preparatory communication and tasks to finalize logistics.  These burdens are starkly 
evident when a GSA attempts to introduce a new initiative; it is also starkly evident for any new executive of a GSA who is 
charged with the responsibility of repeating an annual event or continuing an ongoing advocacy concern.  In recent years, 
the Tufts AS&E GSC has vastly expanded its portfolio of programming and advocacy – enjoying success in both arenas 
– and has placed a priority on ensuring that these initiatives are sustainable through transitions to subsequent Boards.  
In this presentation, we will share some of our strategies to facilitate organizational continuity through documentation, 
transparency, engagement and communication.

We have enhanced documentation by supplementing our organizational Constitution and By-Laws through the creation of 
Handbooks, Event Summary Documents and Annual Reports.  We have also institutionalized an annual revision of each of 
these documents while transferring a large part of our hard copy documents to a remotely-accessible electronic database 
of files.  As the process of developing this database unfolded, we became aware of deficiencies in information which 
informed our need to present clear guidelines for the operation of the organization and to share that information with all 
students.  As an effect, we have more clearly defined roles for members of the GSC which has in turn supported efforts at 
recruiting new members to the Board and Assembly since we now provide a clear overview of the expectations (and time 
commitments) of the positions.  To ensure that records are not only present but also helpful and utilized, we introduced a 
transition weekend when outgoing and incoming Officers work together to share information about resources, to plan a 
calendar for the upcoming year, and to initiate the discussion of setting priorities and goals for a new term.

Topic: Organizational Continuity
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Learn more about the plan and enroll 
online at http://uhc.nagps.org

Questions? Call us at 800-767-0700

You have plans for your future.  
Our plans can help you get there.

Protect your future with the student injury and sickness insurance plan for NAGPS members 
that offers choices to fit your needs and your budget.

To help you stay on track, unique value-added services are included at no additional cost:
n UnitedHealth Allies® discount program – Although not insurance, you can enjoy up to 

50% savings for a variety of health care services and products, such as dental, vision 
and wellness care!

n Collegiate Assistance Program (CAP) – Before stressful situations become 
unmanageable, our 24/7 toll free access to Registered Nurses and Student Assistance 
Specialists can help with health, personal, work or financial questions and concerns, so 
you can focus on school.

Many schools require you to have health insurance. The student injury and sickness insurance 
offered through NAGPS may satisfy that requirement, while protecting your plans for a rewarding 
future. If you enroll, your dependents are eligible for coverage, too.

This plan is underwritten by UnitedHealthcare Insurance Company and (in New York) UnitedHealthcare Insurance 
Company of New York and is based on Policy #2010-485-1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9. Benefits may vary by state and are 
not available in New Hampshire, New Jersey, North Carolina, Oregon, Puerto Rico, Vermont and Washington. For 
a full description of coverage, including costs, benefits, exclusions, any reductions or limitations and terms under 
which the policy may be continued in force, log on to www.UHCSR.com/NAGPS.


